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 May his tale bring desire to you and the child in your daily life who battles CHD. Every check, every
surgery, every triumph that led him to today emerges in painstaking fine detail. Today he is a beautiful,
intelligent, normal kid.Essentially a field lead for parents and grandparents of children facing congenital
heart defects (CHD), this book chronicles the real-life experiences of my very own heart child.
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  I would definitely recommend it to everyone! It includes an intensive, honest and quite shifting account
of life with a heart child, oscillating from normal day-to-day activities to terrifying surgeries and problems,
and again. This is a great story for just about any parent to learn, but is essential for those struggling to
increase a child who includes a serious health issue or whose baby offers just been diagnosed with one. I
strongly recommend this book! These were devastated, baffled, and desperately required advice from
other people who had been there. I lived the story that Jennifer wrote about. She did an outstanding work
of telling Kaitlyn's tale and a wonderful job of conveying the emotions that go with a diagnosis of this
type. But she also did a great job of explaining in layman's conditions what the different CHD's are. It is
educational and smart, without being pretentious. A lot of this reserve was a trip down storage lane for
me.That is a compelling story of love and determination for the sake of one's child This is a compelling
story of love and determination for the sake of one's child. This book is indeed good because it is rather
well-written This book is indeed good because it is rather well-written, and it combines the emotional
connection with a family group with a heart child with a lot of information about everything that touches
it. Any family members or friend of the family that has a heart kid in it will read this reserve and reap the
benefits of Fleming generously, candidly, and rationally sharing her knowledge. ” This paragraph is a great
exemplory case of what Fleming does thus effortlessly EXCERPT: “Are you serious? This book may be the
beautifully written account of what Corey and his parents endured, from his medical diagnosis at 20
weeks gestation, to present day, as he is a gorgeous, healthy 9 year older boy. Are you sure? Are you sure
we can look after him? Rookies! It required a complete NICU staff up up to now.I would recommend this
book. And we’re rookie parents! Because, I’m not so sure. What I must say i enjoyed was that she
included phrases like "prognosis", "dilation" and "oxygenation". Pursuing Corey's and his parents' tale
and learning from a mom who offers been there every step of the way can be a godsend to parents who
are preparing for this journey with their beloved child.”This paragraph is a good example of what Fleming
does so effortlessly. The reserve reads such as a discussion with friend - A good, educated, sympathetic
friend who has already been through your hell. It’s vital that you remember that Corey’s tale is one story.
This book really helped me visualize this sweet kid having an excellent life and personality.The
appendices are particularly great. All the science was i'm all over this, from my reading. We don’t even
know what related to a healthy kid! Most of all, it really is emotionally honest in every the proper places.
Medicine could be a real pain in the a** and I'm VERY impressed with Fleming’s capability to balance
precision and simplicity.The post-Glen chapters are excellent. I wish that someone had handed me this
beautiful book when I first learned that my grandchild This book offers help, hope, and a genuine account
of the path that parents will probably take making use of their child. It's therefore important for fresh
parents who are struggling with this diagnosis, to know there is light at the end of the tunnel. It’s science-
y plenty of to be very educational, but understandable plenty of for a newbie, with a whole lot of center,
sympathy and compassion thrown in to assist you feel you’re not alone. Although my science history is
limited to first year university biology, I could get a clear understanding of the way the tricuspid atresia
heart functions at the different stages of the intervention process.) the sentence: "Great. A fart joke prior
to the kid can even chat" keeps producing me giggle yet again.I also loved the chapter about the other
heart babies. They were so attention opening. This is the book you need if you are regrettably handed the
awful diagnosis of CHD. And there are lots of, many more. Babies and parents with different outcomes.
The book does a good work of assisting with perspective. And, um, doesn’t everybody recognize we’re
not doctors? "I REALLY LIKE it!" How fitting! I highly recommend Raising a Heart Child!" There isn't a
better way to describe how I feel about this book. I believe that this book is an extremely valuable source
for parents facing this very hard, life changing circumstance. It really is witty, but doesn't undermine the
significant subject material. When doctors are throwing around so much jargon, it's very easy to get
totally overwhelmed.As Corey's Aunt, I watched his tale unfold firsthand. This is a very readable and



informative publication. But, it doesn't mean I wasn't mesmerized and struggling to put this book down. I
could still remember the day we found out that Corey had Tricuspid Atresia. I had never heard of it. I felt
therefore sad for my unborn nephew. Probably the most difficult point in the start, was not knowing what
to say to my sister- in- regulation and brother- in- law. From a grandparents' perspective We am Kaitlyn's
grandmother. We reach take our baby home? I recommend this book to any parent, family member, or
friend who is trying to comprehend the globe of CHD. Hopefully, it will be helpful to understand that
there are others who have been there before, and to read the tale of 1 miraculous boy and his combat to
be the amazing boy that he's today. They actually had me laughing aloud. Also, (spoiler alert! That is a
disaster. Raising a Heart Child contains an abundance of info concerning at-home treatment before and
after surgeries, hospital time, the psychological impact, and trying for help. My heart won't be the same -
many thanks for giving this publication to us. I wish that someone had handed me this gorgeous book
when I initial discovered that my grandchild, Corey, had a special center. I rated this publication five stars
before typing this review, and to Amazon, five celebrities means "I love it! A must read! With
compassion, honesty, and love, Jennifer tells about her family's struggle, resilience, and most importantly
- Corey's successful surgeries in treating his CHD. In additional to offering support for the parents, this
publication may also help the expanded family. This book is such a great mix of informative and
humorous This book is such an excellent mixture of informative and humorous. Under no circumstances
has a guidebook also been such a page turner! This is definitely mandatory read for anyone whose child
includes a congenital heart defect.
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